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PREFACE

The objects of the Pakistan National Bibliography are to list new works published in Pakistan, to describe each work in detail and to give the subject matter of each work as precisely as possible. The 1999 volume of the Pakistan National Bibliography covers Pakistani publications published during the year 1999 and received in the Delivery of Books and Newspapers Branch of the National Library of Pakistan at Islamabad under the Provisions of Copyright Law: Copyright Ordinance, 1962 as amended by Copyright (Amendment) Act, 1973 & 1992. Those titles which were not received under the Copyright Law but were acquired through purchase, gift and exchange have also been included in the Bibliography. Every endeavour has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information given.

The following classes of publications have been excluded:

a) The keys and guides to text-books and ephemeral material such as publicity pamphlets etc.

b) Periodicals (except the first issue of a new periodical and the first issue of a periodical under a new title.)

c) Maps.

d) Musical scores.

Arrangement:

The present issue of the Pakistan National Bibliography has been divided into two sections. This section covers Pakistani publications written in English language while publications in Urdu, and other Pakistani and Oriental languages have been listed in the other section. The arrangement of Bibliography is subject-wise. The classification of subjects is based on the 20th edition of Dewey Decimal Classification. Cataloguing practices follow the Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules 2nd Revised Edition, 1988, as well as IFLA’s recommendations for adoption of International Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD) and IFLA’s publication entitled “Names of persons: national usages for entry in catalogues”.

The cataloguing of Pakistani names is generally based on the recommendations made by Dr. Anis Khurshid in his publication entitled “Cataloguing of Pakistani Names”. The full information about books is given in the Classified Section. The main entries have been made under names of the authors or corporate bodies responsible for the work or under titles. They include, in addition to the author’s name, the full title, the place of publication, the publisher, the year of publication, the price, ISBN, etc. The language of the book, other than English, bilingual or multilingual books are denoted by symbols which are given at the left hand bottom corner of each entry.
The accession number of each book is shown against each entry in parentheses. A list of abbreviations and language symbols used in the Bibliography is given after the Preface. A list of publishers responsible for the issue of the respective publications, as included in the Bibliography, appears at the end of the Index of both English and Urdu portions (by ashley at tforge).

**Index:**

Each part of the Bibliography has a separate index which contains entries or reference entries under authors, titles, editors, translators, compilers, series and subjects in one alphabetical sequence. In certain cases, the entries have also been made under the names of the institutions responsible for bringing out the publications.

The entry under the author gives, in an abbreviated form, most of the information to be found in the entry in the Classified Section so that, for most purposes it is not necessary to refer back to that entry when an author or title of a book is known. If, however, a fuller description is required, the entry in the Classified Section which gives the fuller description can be found by means of the decimal code number given at the end of the author entry.

If some one wishes to know books that have been published on particular subject, it is necessary to consult the Index under the name of the subject. Here again he/she will find a decimal code number which must be sought in the Classified Section.
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### LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann Subs.</td>
<td>Annual Subscriptions</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
<td>Junior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auth.</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Ltd.</td>
<td>Limited.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibl.</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>p.</td>
<td>Page(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co.</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Port.</td>
<td>Portrait/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.</td>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>Pref.</td>
<td>Preface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptt.</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>Pt.</td>
<td>Part/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diag;diags</td>
<td>Diagram/(s)</td>
<td>rev/</td>
<td>Revised/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed.</td>
<td>Editor, Edited,</td>
<td>tr.</td>
<td>Translated,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edition</td>
<td></td>
<td>Translation/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Translator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>enl.</td>
<td>Enlarged.</td>
<td>Vol.</td>
<td>Volume/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill.</td>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### LANGUAGE SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Symbol</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language Symbol</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Arabic.</td>
<td>P.</td>
<td>Punjabi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>English.</td>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Sindhi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.</td>
<td>Kashmiri.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(v)
OUTLINE OF THE DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION
(20TH EDITION) USED IN THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

000 Generalities
010 Bibliography
020 Library & Information Sciences
030 General encyclopedic works
040
050 General serial & their indexes
060 General organization and musicology.
070 News media, journalism, publishing
080 General collection
090 Manuscripts and rare books

100 Philosophy & Psychology
110 Metaphysics
120 Epistemology, causation, humankind
130 Paranormal phenomena
140 Specific philosophical school
150 Psychology
160 Logic
170 Ethics (Moral philosophy)
180 Ancient, medieval, Oriental philosophy
190 Modern Western philosophy

200 Religion
210 Natural theology
220 Bible
230 Christian theology
240 Christian moral & devotional theology
250 Christian Orders & local church
260 Christian social theology
270 Christian church history
280 Christian denominations and sects
290 Other & comparative religions
297 Islam

300 Social sciences
310 General statistics
320 Political sciences
330 Economics
340 Law
350 Public administration
360 Social services; association

370 Education
380 Commerce, Communications, transport
390 Customs, etiquette, folklore.

400 Language
410 Linguistics
420 English & Old English
430 Germanic languages German
440 Romance language French
450 Italian, Romanian, Rhacto Romanic
460 Spanish & Portuguese language
470 Italic languages Latin
480 Hellenic languages Classical Greek
490 Other languages
491.41 Sindhi language
491.42 Punjabi language
491.439 Urdu language
491.55 Persian language
491.59 Baluchi, Pushto, languages
491.7 Arabic Language

500 Natural sciences and mathematics
510 Astronomy & allied sciences
530 Physics
540 Chemistry & allied sciences
550 Earth sciences
560 Paleontology Palezoology
570 Life sciences
580 Botanical sciences
590 Zoological sciences

600 Technology (Applied sciences)
610 Medical sciences Medicine
620 Engineering & allied operations
630 Agriculture
640 Home economics & family living
650 Management & auxiliary services
660 Chemical engineering
670 Manufacturing
680 Manufacture for specific uses
690 Building

(vi)
700 Arts
710 Civic & landscape art
720 Architecture
730 Plastic arts Sculpture
740 Drawing & decorative arts
750 Painting & Paintings
760 Graphic arts Prints-making and prints
770 Photography & Photographs
780 Music
790 Recreational & performing arts

800 Literature & rhetoric
810 American literature in English
820 English & Old English literature
830 Literature of Germanic language
840 Literature of Romance language
850 Italian, Romanian, Rhacto-Romanic
860 Spanish & Portuguese literature
870 Italic literature Latin
880 Hellenic literatures Classical Greek
890 Literatures of other languages

900 Geography & history
910 Geography & travel
920 Biography, genealogy, insignia
930 History of ancient world
940 General history of Europe
950 General history of Asia
950.91 General history of Pakistan
960 General history of Africa
970 General history of North America
980 General history of South America
990 General history of other areas.
004 — Computer Science — Congresses and Conventions
ISBN 969-8442-00-6

005.369 — C ++ (Computer Program Language)
Amjad Mahmood
ISBN 969-417-058-3

015.5491 — Catalogs, Classified

016.0509549143 — Periodicals — Bibliography
The Quaid-e-Azam Library, Lahore

020.720378549183 — Library Science—Research — Karachi University (Pakistan)
Nasim Fatima
ISBN 969-459-061-7 : Rs.200.00

070.449613 — Journalism, Medical — Pakistan
Jawaid, Shaukat Ali
The Naked truth : a compilation of medico-political columns published in "doctor" international in "off the record" / by Shaukat Ali Jawaid. — Karachi : Pakistan Medical Journalists Association, 1999.— Vol.3. — xvi, 283p ; 22cm
ISBN 969-8219-06-4 : Rs.300.00

080 — Pakistani Essays
Ahmed Bashir

158 — Success — Psychological Aspects
Seyal, Faiez H.
The Road to success / by Faiez H. Seyal. — Lahore : Ace Learning Resources, 1999. — 263p : ill. ; 21cm
ISBN 969-8464-01-8
297 — Islam — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
Maududi, Syed Abul A'la

297 — Islam — Study and Teaching
Khan, Muhammad Ayub
What is Islam / by Muhammad Ayub Khan. — Lahore : Holy Quran Society (n. d.) — 128p ; 22cm (39137)

Maududi, S. Abul A'la

297.12207 — Quran — Study and Teaching
Raza-ul-Mustafa, Muhammad

297.122521 — Quran — Translations, English
The Holy Quran in English language . — Lahore : Idara Isha'at-ul-Quran. — 622p ; 25cm (38839)

297.1226 — Quran — Commentaries
Anwer Ali, Syed
Qura'n the fundamental law of human life : being a commentary of the Holy Quran keeping in view the philosophical thought... / by Syed Anwer Ali. — Karachi : Hamdard Foundation Pakistan, 1999. — 473p ; 25cm
ISBN 969-412-397-6 : Rs.400.00 (38653)

Maududi, S. Abul A'la

297.29 — Islam — Apologetic Works
Mian Abdul Hameed

297.38 — Prayers (Islam) — Study and Teaching
Raza-ul-Mustafa, Muhammad

297.4092 — Rumi, Muhammad Jalal-ud-Din, 1207-1273 — Biography
Afzal Iqbal
ISBN 0-19-579067-7 (38281-82)
297.5 — Zakat
Atiqullah, M.

297.63 — Muhammad (S.A.W.), Prophet, 571-632
Muhammad (Peace be upon him) in his own words / compiled by Ghaus Mohiuddin. — Karachi : Arham Publishers, 1999. — 27p ; 22cm : Rs.15.00

297.63 — Muhammad (S.A.W.) Prophet, 571 - 632 — Mawalid al-Nabi -
The universal Prophet part one. — Rawalpindi : Maktaba Ziayya (n. d.). — 54p ; 22cm

297.9 — Bahai Faith
Esslemont, J. E.

297.93 — Bahai Faith and Peace
The Promise of world peace. — Karachi : National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Pakistan (n. d.). — 26p ; 24cm

Turning point for all nations. — Karachi : National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of Pakistan, 1995. — 47p ; 24cm

304.6021095491 — Population — Pakistan

304.60210954912 — Census Reports — Abbottabad (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Abbottabad 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 219p ; 28cm : Rs.150.00

304.60210954912 — Demographic Surveys — Batagram (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Batagram 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 210p ; 28cm : Rs.140.00

304.602109549122 — Census Reports — Bannu (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Bannu 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 218p ; 28cm : Rs.140.00
304.602109549122 — Census Reports — Chitral (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Chitral 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 246p ; 28cm : Rs.150.00 (38971)

304.602109549122 — Census Reports — Dir (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Lower Dir 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 263p ; 28cm : Rs.175.00 (39244)

304.602109549122 — Census Reports — Kohat (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Kohat 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 215p (census publication no. 42) ; 28cm : Rs.140.00 (39411)

304.602109549122 — Census Reports — Kohistan (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Kohistan 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 264p : ill. (census publication no. 45) ; 28cm : Rs. 170.00 (39564)

304.602109549122 — Census Reports — Mardan (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Mardan 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 235p ; 28cm : Rs.150.00 (39247)

304.602109549122 — Census Reports — Swat (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Swat 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 229p : (census publication no. 49) ; 28cm : Rs.140.00 (39563)

304.602109549122 — Census Reports — Peshawar (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Peshawar 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 233p (census publication no. 33) ; 28cm : Rs.150.00 (39412)

304.60210954914 — Census Reports — Dera Ghazi Khan (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Dera Ghazi Khan 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 287p (census publication no.44) ; 28cm : Rs.175.00 (39407)

304.60210954914 — Census Reports — Gujranwala (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Gujranwala 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 315p (census publication no.37) ; 28cm : Rs.215.00 (39406)

304.60210954914 — Census Reports — Mianwali (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Mianwali 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 265p : ill. (census publication no. 47) ; 28cm : Rs.170.00 (39566)
304.60210954914 — Census Reports — Multan (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
303p (census publication no. 34); 28cm: Rs.190.00
(39405)

304.60210954914 — Census Reports — Rajanpur (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
297p; 28cm: Rs.180.00
(39249)

304.60210954914 — Demographic Surveys — Sargodha (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
333p (census publication no.36); 28cm: Rs.200.00
(39408)

304.602109549142 — Census Reports — Jhelum (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
287p; 28cm: Rs.175.00
(39250)

304.602109549142 — Census Reports — Rawalpindi (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
378p; 28cm: Rs.230.00
(39073)

304.602109549142 — Demographic Surveys — Islamabad (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
227p; 28cm: Rs.140.00
(38824)

304.60210954915 — Census Reports — Chagai (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
235p (census publication no.38); 28cm: Rs.145.00
(39410)

304.60210954915 — Census Reports — Dera Bugti (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
247p (census publication no. 24); 28cm: Rs.150.00
(39383)

304.60210954915 — Census Reports — Nasirabad (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
235p (Census publications no.24); 28cm: Rs.150.00
(39382)

304.60210954915 — Demographic Surveys — Ziarat (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
213p; 28cm: Rs.140.00
(38935)
304.60210954915 — Demographic Surveys — Kech (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
(Census publication no39) ; 28cm : Rs.150.00 (39409)

304.60210954916 — Census Reports — Bahawalpur (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Bahawalpur 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 349p : ill. (census publication no. 45) ; 28cm : Rs.225.00 (39565)

304.60210954917 — Census Reports — Shikarpur (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Shikarpur 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 263p ; 28cm : Rs.170.00 (38823)

304.60210954918 — Census Reports — Jacobabad (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad

304.60210954918 — Census Reports — Sukkur (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Sukkur 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 267p (census publication no.41) ; 28cm : Rs.175.00 (39414)

304.60210954918 — Census Reports — Tharparkar (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Tharparkar 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 249p (census publication no. 40) ; 28cm : Rs.150.00 (39413)

304.60210954918 — Demographic Surveys — Mirpurkhas (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Mirpurkhas 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 261p ; 28cm : Rs.170.00 (39252)

304.602109549182 — Census Reports — Badin (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Badin 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 273p : ill. (census publication no. 45) ; 28cm : Rs.175.00 (39567)

304.602109549183 — Census Reports — Malir (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Malir 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 211p (census publication no.43) ; 28cm : Rs.140.00 (39415)

304.602109954918 — Census Reports — Larkana (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
304.6095491 — Population — Pakistan
Irfan Husain
At The Brink. — Lahore : Family Planning Association of Pakistan, 1998. — 24p ; 22cm
(38837)

304.6109549153 — Demographic Surveys — Kohlu Agency (Pakistan)
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Population Census Organization, Islamabad
District census report of Kohlu 1998. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1999. — 243p ; 28cm : Rs.150.00
(39248)

304.6320954914 — Fertility, Human — Punjab (Pakistan) – Case Studies
Durr-e-Nayab
ISBN 969-461-084-2
(38999)
(38944)

305.4095491 — Women — Pakistan — Case Studies
Aisha Ghaus Pasha
(39043)
(39040)

305.4095491 — Women — Pakistan — Social Conditions
(38827)
(38520)

305.40995491 — Women — Pakistan
Shirkat Gah Women's Resource Centre, Lahore
(38826)

305.42095491 — Sex Discrimination — Against Children — Pakistan — Congresses and Conventions
Pakistan. Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights, Islamabad
(38844)

305.42095491 — Sex Discrimination Against Women — Pakistan — Congresses and Conventions
Pakistan. Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights, Islamabad
(38845)
305.42095491 — Sex Discrimination Against Women — Pakistan
Shaheen Sardar Ali
A Comparative study of the United Nations convention on the elimination of all forms of discrimination against women, Islamic Law and the Laws of Pakistan.
— Peshawar : Shaheen Press, 1995. — 168p ; 28cm : Rs.300.00 (38830)

305.89141220492 — Pakistanis — Netherlands
Butt, Waqas Mubarik
The Life of Pakistanis in the Netherlands / by Waqas Mubarik Butt.
— Islamabad : National Book Foundation, 1998. — 170p ; 24cm : Rs.80.00 (38260)

307.1412095491 — Rural Development Projects — Pakistan
Agha Khan Rural Support Programme, Islamabad
— Islamabad : Agha Khan Rural Support Programme, 1998. — 21p ; 28cm (38934)

307.72095491 — Rural Development — Pakistan
Khan, Akhtar Hameed
Ten Decades of rural development : lessons from India / by Akhtar Hameed Khan.
ISBN 969-8380-12-4 : Rs.60.00 (39143)

307.7609549183 — Poor — Karachi (Pakistan) — Case Studies
Community initiatives : four case studies from Karachi / compiled by Arif Hasan.
— Karachi : City Press, 1998. — 181p ; 18cm
ISBN 969-8380-10-8 (39153)

311.1095491 — Manpower Supply — Pakistan
— Lahore : Ferozsons, 1999. — 216p ; 22cm
ISBN 969-0-01541-9 : Rs.300.00 (39242)

315.491005 — Pakistan — Statistics — Year-books
Pakistan. Statistics Division, Karachi
— Karachi : The Manager of Publications, 1998. — 419p ; 16cm : Rs.60.00 (38929)
— Karachi : The Manager of Publications, 1999. — 288p ; 20cm : Rs.100.00 (38797)

315.54912 — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — Statistics
N.W.F.P. Planing, Environment and Development Department, Peshawar

317.422 — Educational Counseling — Study and Teaching — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Allied material of educational guidance and counseling / edited by Muhammad Rashid.
— Islamabad : The Authority, 1998. — 145p ; 28cm (38262)
320.917671 — Islamic Countries — Social Conditions — 1990 — Khurshid Ahmad

ISBN 969-448-034-1 (38292)

320.95491 — Islamic Law — Pakistan

Pakistan. Council of Islamic Ideology, Islamabad

Report on Muslim family laws. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1983. — 154p ; 28cm (38946)

320.95491 — Pakistan — Politics and Government — 1947 — Burki, Shahid Javed

Pakistan fifty years of nationhood / by Shahid Javed Burki. — Lahore : Vanguard Book, 1999. — 250p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-402-338-6 (39521)

320.9581045 — Afghanistan — Politics and Government — 1997 — Jalalzai, Musa Khan

ISBN 969-402-340-8 : Rs.495.00 (39270)

323.095491 — Human Rights — Periodicals

Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, Lahore

ISBN 969-8324-07-0 : Rs.200.00 (38397)

323.44095491 — Civil Rights — Pakistan

Pakistan. Ministry of law, Justice and Human Rights, Islamabad

Fundamental rights as provided in the constitution of Pakistan. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1998. — 8p ; 28cm (38846)

324.95491 — Elections — Pakistan — History

Wilder, Andrew R.

ISBN 0-19-579072-3 : Rs.495.00 (38880-81)

327.5491 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations

Anwar Khalid

Pakistan in the service of peace liberty and justice. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications, 1999. — 20p ; ill. ; 18cm (39574)

327.5491054 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — India — 1999 — Lahore

327.5491054 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — India — 1999 —
Pakistan. Ministry of Information and Media Development, Islamabad
India's Kargil crisis. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and
Publications, 1999. — 22p ; 24cm (39128)

327.5491054 — Peace — South Asia
University of Karachi, Karachi
The Road to peace in south relevance and irrelevance of the Middle East
experience : Report of an independent study group / edited by Moonis Ahmar. —
Karachi : Department of International Relations, 1999. — 78p ; 22cm
ISBN 969-8380-26-4 : Rs.100.00 (39181)

327.5491073 — United States — Foreign Relations — Pakistan — 1960 —
Addresses, Essays, Lectures Etc.
The American papers : Secret and confidential India-Pakistan -Bangladesh
Press, 1999. — 997p ; 25cm
ISBN 0-19-579190-8 : Rs.995.00 (39326-27)

327.730612042 — United States — Foreign Relations — Libya — 1986 —
Zaman Muhammad
Electronic warfare humbled Qaddafi. — Lahore : Jang Publisher's Press, 1998. —
156p ; 23cm : Rs.150.00 (39482)

330.0605491 — Economic Societies — Pakistan — Congresses
Annual General meeting and conference of Pakistan Society of development
economists (14th: 1999: Islamabad, Pakistan). 14th Annual general meeting and
conference; held at Islamabad from 28-31 January, 1999. — Islamabad : Pakistan
Institute of Development Economics, 1999. — 9p ; 28cm (38544-68)

330.9091724 — Developing Countries — Economic Conditions — Addresses,
Essays Lectures Etc.
Aslam Beg, Mirza (General)
Living with geo economic world order : living with Geo economic world order / by Mirza (General) Aslam Beg. — Rawalpindi : Friends, 1999. — 35p ; 20cm (39188)

Pakistan. Finance Division, Economic Adviser's Wing, Islamabad

330.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions
Amjad Saeed, Khawaja
Economy of Pakistan 1999 / by Khawaja Amjad Saeed. — Lahore : Institute of
Business Management, 1999. — 619p ; 22cm : Rs.225.00 (38452)
330.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions
Khan, Shahrukh Rafi
ISBN 969-402-341-6 : Rs.395.00 (39269)

330.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions — 1990 —
Burki, Shahid Javed
Crisis in Pakistan : A diagnosis of its causes and an economic approach to resolving it / by Shahid Javed Burki. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 1999. — 67p ; 22cm
ISBN 969-461-088-5 (39572)

330.95491220212 — Economic Indicators — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — Statistics
N.W.F.P. Bureau of Statistics, Planning, Environment and Development Department, Peshawar
Important district wise socio-economic indicators of N.W.F.P. — Peshawar : The Authority, 1996. — 110p ; 22cm : Rs.300.00 (38850)

331.11095491 — Human Capital — Pakistan
Javaid, Muhammad
Towards better employment - generation : a critical analysis of past development and strategy for future / by Muhammad Javaid. — Islamabad : Ministry of Labour, Manpower and Overseas Pakistanis, 1997. — 57p ; 24cm (38127)

331.11095491045 — Manpower Supply — Pakistan — Statistics
Pakistan. Ministry of Finance, Planning Development, Statistical Division, Karachi

331.31095491 — Children — Employment — Pakistan

332.10917671 — Banks and Banking, Islamic
Malik, Mohammad Hafeez Arshad
ISBN 969-8478-00-0 (38638)

332.10917671 — Banks and Banking — Religious Aspects — Islam
International Institute of Islamic Economics, Islamabad
332.1095491 — Banks and Banking, Islamic — Pakistan

Report on elimination of interest from the economy. — Islamabad : The Council of Islamic Ideology, 1980. — 124 ; 22cm (39278)

332.1095491 — Banks and Banking — Pakistan

The Institute of Bankers in Pakistan, Karachi

Challenges for banking sector of Pakistan in 21st century. — Karachi : The Authority, 1998. — 217p ; 22cm : Rs.150.00 (38150)

Selected prize winning essays on banking and finance. — Karachi : The Authority, 1998. — 420p ; 22cm : Rs.250.00 (38149)

Qureshi, Sarfraz Khan

ISBN 969-461-074-5 (38627)

Rehana Siddiqui

The Profitability of the banking sector of Pakistan. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 1998. — 20p (Research report No.162) ; 24cm
ISBN 969-461-070-2 (38625)

332.632 — Stock Exchange — Research

Ayaz Ahmed

Stock market inter-linkages. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 1998. — 45p (Research report No.159) ; 24cm
ISBN 969-461-069-9 (38622)

332.632042095491 — Stock Companies — Pakistan — Financial Statements

State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi


332.673095491 — Investment, Foreign — Pakistan

State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi


332.7095491 — Credit — Pakistan — Case Studies

The structure of informal credit market in Pakistan. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 1999. — 60p ; 25cm
ISBN 969-461-079-6 (39293)

333.7 — Ecology — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.

Cemendtaur, Ali Hasan

Thoughts and Travels : writings on environment, travels, and more / by Ali Hasan Cemendtaur. — Karachi : The Author, 1998. — 132p ; 22cm : Rs.150.00 (38130)
333.7095491 — Conservation of Natural Resources — Pakistan  
Nelma Akhund  
You can make a difference: a lawyer's reference to environmental public interest cases in Pakistan. — Karachi: IUCN-The world Conservation Union, 1998. — 48p ; 28 cm  
ISBN 969-8141-25-1  
(39338-39)

333.7095491 — Energy Policy — Pakistan — Research  
Rehana Siddiqui  
Demand for energy and the revenue impact of changes in energy prices. — Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 1999. — 20p (Research report No.174); 24cm  
ISBN 969-461-086-9  
(39294)

336.2713095491 — Sales Tax — Pakistan  
Pasha, Hafiz A.  
(39047-48)

336.5491 — Revenue — Pakistan — Year-books  
CBR year book 1997-98. — Islamabad: Central Board of Revenue, 1998. — 239p ; 24cm  
(39571)

337.1091824 — Indian Ocean Countries — Economic Cooperation  
ISBN 969-8199-12-8 : Rs.450.00  
(38776)

Pakistan. Ministry of Finance, Planning Development, Statistical Division, Karachi  
(38798)

338.4769 — Infrastructure (Economics) — Urban Areas  
Cotton, A. P.  
Community Initiatives in urban Infrastructure / by A. P. Cotton. — Karachi: City Press Publication, 1998. — 95 p ; 22cm  
ISBN 969-8380-14-0 : Rs.80.00  
(39144)

338.5491 — Transportation — Pakistan — Statistics  
Survey of non-mechanized road transport 1995-96. — Karachi: The Authority, 1996. — various pages ; 21cm : Rs.30.00  
(39334)
338.6420095491 — Informal Sector (Economics) — Pakistan — Research
Kemal, A. R.
ISBN 969-461-071-0
(38623)

The Urban informal sector of Pakistan : some stylized facts / by A. R. Kemal. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 1998. — 24p (Research report No.161) ; 24cm
ISBN 969-461-068-0
(38624)

Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
9th five year plan 1998-99 to 2002-03 : province of Baluchistan. — Quetta : The Authority, (n. d.). — 122p ; 28cm : Rs.100.00
(39286)

338.90254914 — Industries — Gujrat (Pakistan) — Directories
(39033)

338.915491 — Economic assistance — Pakistan
Pakistan. Finance Division, Islamabad
(38214-15)

338.95491 — Economic Development — Pakistan
Ishrat Husain
Pakistan the economy of an elitist state. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 1999. — 451p ; 22cm
(38275-76)

338.95491 — Industries — Pakistan
Zafar Mahmood
Growth potential of small and medium industries in Pakistan : research report No.169. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 1999. — 26p ; 22cm
ISBN 969-461-080-X
(38995)
(38940)

338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions — 1947 —
50 Years of Pakistan’s economy : traditional topic and contemporary concerns / edited by Shahruckh Rafi Khan. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 1999. — 499p ; 23cm
ISBN 0-19-577826-X : Rs.595.00
(38888-89)
338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions — 1947 —
Izzud-Din Pal  
ISBN 0-19-579068-5: Rs.350.00  
(38890-91)

338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Policy
Ishrat Husain  
ISBN 969-461-090-7  
(39573)

Zaidi, S. Akbar  
(38481-82)

338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Policy — 1997 —
Maajid Chaudhary  
Journey to self-reliance: achievements and developments during the last two years (1997-99) by Pakistan Muslim League Government. — Lahore: AMF and Hackyel, 1999. — 277p; 22cm: Rs.600.00  
(38529)

338.95491 — Pakistan — Social Policy — Research
ISBN 969-461-078-8  
(39292)

338.95491 — Planning — Pakistan — Case Studies
Hussain, Ch. Muhammad  
An Operational approach to project appraisal monitoring and evaluation processes with special reference to Pakistan / by Ch. Muhammad Hussain. — Karachi: Royal Book Company, 1985. — 264p; 24cm  
ISBN 969-407-061-9  
(38392)

338.95491 — Sustainable Development — Pakistan
(38531)

339.22095491 — Income — Pakistan — Research
Arif, G. M.  
Remittances and investments at the household level in Pakistan / by G. M. Arif. — Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 1999. — 37p (Research report No.166); 24cm  
ISBN 969-461-075-3  
(39291)
339.22095491 — Income — Pakistan — Research
Rashida Haq
ISBN 969-461-081-8
(38996)
(38941)

339.35491 — Social Accounting — Pakistan — Research
Rizwana Siddiqui
ISBN 969-461-082-6
(38997)
(38942)

(39381)

340.50954914 — Customary Law — Punjab (Pakistan)
Chaudhary, Muhammad Azam
ISBN 0-19-579063-4
(39034-35)

343.549104 — Taxation — Pakistan — Law
(38831)

344.549101 — Labor law — Pakistan
Pakistan. Ministry of Labour, Manpower and Overseas Pakistanis, Islamabad
Annual consolidated report of the working of labour laws in Pakistan during 1996. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1996. — 92p ; 25cm : Rs.40.00
(39289-90)

345.549108 — Children Rights — Pakistan — Congresses and Conventions
Shaheen Sardar Ali
(38829)

346.91013 — Women — Legal Status, Laws, Etc. — Pakistan
Pakistan. Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights, Islamabad
(38847)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>348.5491024</td>
<td>Law - Pakistan</td>
<td>Nasim Hasan Shah</td>
<td>Essays and addresses on constitution, law and Pakistan legal system</td>
<td>Lahore : Research Society of Pakistan, 1999.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>195p</td>
<td>Rs.130.00</td>
<td>(39588)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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354.549100722 — Budget — Pakistan — 1999-2000

Pakistan. Finance Division, Islamabad


Social Policy and Development Centre, Karachi


Social Policy and Development Centre, Karachi


354.549101 — Public Administration — Pakistan

Khan, Muhammad Jameelur Rehman

National strategy for administration / by Muhammad Jameelur Rehman Khan ; compiled by A. H. Sajid. — Islamabad : Pakistan Public Administration Research Center Management Services Division, 1993. — 49p ; 24cm (38312)

354.5491200722 — Budget — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — 1998-1999

N. W. F. P. Finance, Excise and Taxation Department, Peshawar


354.5491200722 — Budget — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — 1999-2000

N. W. F. P. Finance, Excise and Taxation Department, Peshawar


354.5491200722 — Budget — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — 1999-2000

N. W. F. P. Finance, Excise and Taxation Department, Peshawar


354.5491400722 — Budget — Punjab (Pakistan) — 1999-2000

Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore


355.0095491 — Pakistan Army — History

Cloughely Brian


355.0335491 — National Security — Pakistan
Aslam Beg, Mirza
ISBN 969-8199-13-6 : Rs.30.00 (38905)


359.0095491 — Navies — Pakistan — History
Anwar, Muhammad
Role of smaller navies : a focus on Pakistan's maritime interests / by Muhammad Anwar. — Islamabad : Naval Headquarters, 1999. — 212p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-8318-01-1 (39071)

361.6095491 — Human Services — Pakistan — Research
Zafar Mahmood
ISBN 969-461-072-9 (38626)

362.76095491 — Child Abuse — Pakistan — Reporting
Sadia Atta
Conversations with mothers on child sexual abuse. — Islamabad : Sahil House (n. d.). — 39p ; 30cm (39570)

363.2095491 — Police — Pakistan
Yasin, Mohammad
District and police systems in Pakistan / by Mohammad Yasin. — Lahore : Vanguard Books, 1999. — 227p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-402-321-1 : Rs.395.00 (38080)

363.5095 — Housing — Asia
ISBN 969-8380-08-6 (39152)

363.7392560954 — Air Quality — South Asia — Congresses and Conventions
ISBN 969-8453-00-8 : Rs.200.00 (39466-67)

370 — Education — Pakistan
Ikram Azam
The 21st Century new education and basic life skills paradigm. — Islamabad : The Pakistan Futuristic Institute, 1996. — 224p ; 24cm : Rs.500.00 (38784)
370.95491 — Education — Pakistan
Qureshi, Ishtiaq Husain
Education in Pakistan / by Ishtiaq Husain Qureshi. — Karachi : Bureau of Composition, Compilation and Translation, University of Karachi, 1999. — 301p ; 24cm : Rs.200.00 (38868) (38874)

370.95491 — Education South Asia — Serials

371.26 — Educational Evaluation — Study and Teaching — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

371.3078 — Teaching — Aids and Devices
Rashid, Muhammad
Educational technology / by Muhammad Rashid. — Islamabad : National Book Foundation, 1998. — 113p ; 24cm (38256)

378.03 — University Extension
Rashid, Muhammad

378.5491430922 — Lums — Biography
University of Management Sciences, Lahore

379.5491 — Education and State — Pakistan
Naushin Mahmood

Pakistan. Ministry of Education, Islamabad

382.095491 — Export Marketing — Pakistan — Guide-books
THE PAKISTAN NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY 1999

382.7095491 — Tariff — Pakistan — Guide-books
Pakistan. Central Board of Revenue. Islamabad
Pakistan customs tariff. — 14th ed. — Islamabad: The Authority, 1998.—
Vol.1. — 1586p ; 22cm (38903)
Vol.2. — 1586p ; 22cm (38904)

410.95491 — Language and Education — Pakistan
Tariq Rahman
318p ; 24cm
ISBN 0-19-579146-0 (38526)

428.6 — English Language — Study and Teaching (Primarys)
Sear, S. J.
Ferozsons primary English reader 2 : the party / by S. J. Sear. — Lahore:
Ferozsons, 1999. — 64p ; 24cm
ISBN 969-0-01327-0 : Rs.60.00 (39204)

491.4282 — Hindko Language — Verb
Awan, Elahi Bakhsh Akhtar
The Phonology of the verbal phrase in Hindko / by Elahi Bakhsh Akhtar Awan.
— Peshawar: Idara Farogh-e-Hindko, 1994. — 187p ; 24cm : Rs.100.00
(38758)

491.43907 — Urdu Language — Study and Teaching, Secondary
A Baseline profile of reading comprehension of Urdu in Punjab middle schools.
(38851)

491.597 — Pushto Language — Study and Teaching
Speaking Afghan Pushto : the eastern aghan dialect / edited by Randall Olson.
— Peshawar: The InterLit Foundation, 1996. — 434p ; 20cm
ISBN 969-8343-01-6 (38148)

500.4 — Science — Addresses, Essays Lectures etc.
Essays on Science : Felicitation Volume in honour of Dr. Salimuzzaman Siddiqui /
edited by Hakim Muhammad Said. — Karachi: Hamdard Foundation Press,
1986. — 399p ; 22cm : Rs.400.00 (38462)

519.50285 — Statistics — Computer Applications
Atiqullah, M.
Basic statistics with computer role / by M. Atiquallah. — Karachi: Kifayat
Academy, 1988. — 339p ; 22cm : Rs.90.00 (38783)

551.483095491 — Indus River (Pakistan) — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
The Indus river : biodiversity, resources, humankind / edited by Peter S. Meadows.
573.0955 — Physical Anthropology — Iran — Research
Tavassoli, Muhammad Mehdi
Palaroanthropology of Iran / by Muhammad Mehdi Tavassoli. — Rawalpindi : S.T. Printers, 1999. — 254p : ill. ; 24cm
ISBN 969-8459-02-2 : Rs.250.00 (39594)

581.52095491 — Plant Ecology — Pakistan — Text-books
Sadruddin Hussain, Syed
Pakistan manual of plant ecology / by Syed Sadruddin Hussain. — Islamabad : National Book Foundation, 1992. — 255p ; 24cm : Rs.100.00 (38302)

603 — Science — Terminology
Attash Durrani
ISBN 969-8216-02-2 : Rs.200.00 (39398)

604.2 — Engineering — Graphic Methods
Siddiqi, Zahid Ahmad

606.095491 — Science — Pakistan
Pakistan Academy of Science, Islamabad
Pakistan academy of sciences. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1997. — 31p ; 23cm (38367)

607.20605491005 — Research, Industrial — Pakistan — Year-books
Pakistan Council of Scientific and Industrial Research, Karachi

611.018 — Histology — Hand-books, Manuals Etc.
Marwat, Fida Muhammad

612.3924 — Zinc in the Body
Janjua, Khalid Mahmood

612.665 — Climacteric
Naseem Ahmad
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612.84 — Optics, Physiological
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

Physiology, Microbiology and Pharmacology of the eye / compiled by Perveen Liaquat. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1998. — 146p ; 22cm (38258)

612.88068 — Pain — Management
ISBN 969-8125-12-4 : Rs.380.00 (39601)

614.5992 — Gynecology — Diagnoses
Naseem Ahmad


615.14 — Medicine — Formulae, Receipts, Prescriptions
Von Blumroder, Malte L.

ISBN 969-8485-01-5 (39275)

615.892 — Counter — Irritants
Salim, M.

ISBN 969-8125-15-9 : Rs.625.00 (39600)

617.5100222 — Otolaryngology — Text-books
Malik, Mohammad Latif


617.7 — Eye — Diseases — Study and Teaching
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

Clinical optics. — Islamabad : The Authority, 1998. — 92p ; 22cm (38257)

618.178 — Infertility, Female
Naseem Ahmad


618.178 — Infertility, Male
Naseem Ahmad

618.2 — Obstetrics — Developing countries
Saad Rana
Obstetrics and prenatal card for developing countries. — Islamabad : SAF Publications, 1998. — xxi, 1448p ; 22cm
ISBN 969-8430-00-8 (38162-63)

618.92 — Pediatrics — Practice — Guide-books
Blumroder, Malte L. Von
ISBN 969-8485-02-3 : Rs.100.00 (39568)

621.811 — Vibration — Congresses and Conventions
ISBN 969-8122-08-7 (39198)

628.2091724 — Sanitary Engineering — Developing Countries
Cotton, Andrew
ISBN 969-8380-21-3 : Rs.80.00 (39145)

628.209549183 — Sewerage — Karachi (Pakistan)
ISBN 969-8380-09-4 : Rs.50.00 (39154)

630.6005 — Agricultural Institutions — Peshawar (Pakistan)
Nuclear Institute for Food and Agricultural Tarnab, Peshawar

630.95491 — Agriculture — Pakistan
New genetically approaches to crop improvement-III / edited by Mohammad Afzal Arain. — Tando Jam : Nuclear Institute of Agriculture, 1999. — 252p ; 28cm : Rs.150.00 (39451)

630.95491 — Crops — Pakistan — Congresses and Conventions
631.587095491 — Irrigation — Pakistan — Management
Applying rapid appraisal of agricultural knowledge systems (RAAKS) for Building Inter-Agency collaboration. — Lahore : International Irrigation Management Institute, 1996. — 232p : ill. ; 28cm (38833)

631.587095491 — Water Resources Development — Pakistan
ISBN 969-8344-02-X (38532)

631.8095491005 — Fertilizers — Pakistan — Statistics — Serials
Pakistan. Planning and Development Division, National Fertilizer Development Centre, Islamabad
ISBN 969-8066-58-6 (38800)


636.9322095491 — Rabbit Breeds — Pakistan
Azizuddin Qureshi

641.3 — Food — Study and Teaching — Text-book
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad

650.025095491 — Business — directories
Vol.1. — 755p ; 28cm (38171)
Vol.2. — 1468p ; 28cm (38172)
Vol.3. — 2224p ; 28cm (38173)

657.45 — Auditing — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
Amjad Saeed, Khawaja
Advanced Auditing 1999 / by Khawaja Amjad Saeed. — Lahore : Institute of Business Management, 1999. — 471p ; 28cm : Rs.150.00 (38672)

658.15 — Financial Statements
Horne, James C. Van
658.15095491 — Corporations — Pakistan — Finance — Case Studies

Corporate finance in Pakistan: case studies from an emerging market / edited by Bashir Ahmad Khan. — Lahore : University of Management Sciences, 1999. — 345p ; ill. ; 28cm
(39172-73)

658.80722 — Marketing — Case Studies

Marketing cases: with emphasis on international business / edited by Khawaja Amjad Saeed. — Lahore : Institute of Business Management, 1999. — 204p ; 24cm : Rs.120.00
(38451)

720.95491 — Architecture — Pakistan

Mumtaz, Kamil Khan
(38112-13)

791.45095491 — Television Plays — Pakistan — History

Nasreen Pervez
Pakistani television drama and social change. — Karachi : Lion Communications, 1998. — 260p ; 28cm
(38740)

796.077 — Coaching (Sports) — Guide-books

Aamir Bilal
Angibles and intangibles of coaching: a guide line for better coaching. — Lahore : The Author, 1999. — 91p ; 24cm
(38411)

803.01 — Short Stories, English — Pakistan

Amita Sher
Buttons. — Lahore : Ferozsons, 1999. — 118p : ill. ; 16cm
ISBN 969-0-01573-7
(39207)

821 — English Poetry (Pakistani)

Maqsood Jafri
Love and liberty: (poems). — Rawalpindi : Sigma Press and Publications, 1999. — 96p ; 22cm : Rs.150.00
(39587)

Nilofer Sultana
A New found fortress. — Islamabad : Pan Graphics, 1999. — 261p ; 22cm : Rs.300.00
(39337)

Taiba Barkat Abbas
ISBN 969-8438-00-9 : Rs.150.00
(38649)

823 — English Fiction (Pakistani)

Mehr Nigar Masroor
ISBN 969-8217-10-X : Rs.485.00
(38635)
823.01 — Short Stories, English
Naim C. M.
ISBN 969-8380-19-1 : Rs.225.00 (39142)

823.01 — Short Stories, English — Pakistan
Mariam Salam
Ready steady Go. — Lahore : Ferozsons, 1999. — 72p : ill. ; 16cm
ISBN 969-015516-6 (39206)


891.411 — Sindhi Poetry — Translations into English
Shaikh Ayaz

891.4391 — Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir, 1877-1938 — Poetry — Translations into English
Iqbal, Muhammad
Poems from Iqbal : renderings in English verse with comparative Urdu text / by Muhammad Iqbal ; translated by Kiernan V. G. — Karachi : Oxford University Press (n. d.). — 304p ; 22cm
ISBN 0-19-579185-1 : Rs.395.00 (39330-31)

891.4391 — Urdu Poetry — Translations into English
Azra Abbas
Kicking up dust. — Lahore : Nabiza Publishers, 1996. — 93p ; 22cm
ISBN 969-8217-15-0 (38637)

ISBN 0-19-579020-0 : Rs.495.00 (38886-87)

Hasrat Mohani
Hasrat Mohani, selected poems / by Hasrat Mohani ; edited by Begum Hasrat Mohani ; translated by Rahim Ali Hashmi. — Karachi : Maulana Hasrat Mohani Memorial Library and Hall Trust, 1998. — 116p ; 22cm : Rs.150.00 (38503)

Wazir Agha
Selected poems of Wazir Agha / by Wazir Agha ; edited by Saleem Agha. — Lahore : Maktaba Auraq, 1998. — 274p ; 22cm : Rs.100.00 (38347)
(38120)
891.4393 — Urdu Fiction — Translations into English
Khadija Mastur

891.439301 — Children's Stories, Urdu — Translations into English — Pakistan
Inam-ul-Haq Kausar
(Golden jubilee series)

891.439301 — Short Stories, Urdu — Translations into English

891.4393083 — India — History — Partition, 1947 — Fiction
Urvashi Butsalia
The Other side of silence : voices from the Partition of India. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 1999. — 278p ; 22cm

909.097671 — Islamic Empire — History
Atiqullah, M.
ISBN 969-8433-08-2 : Rs.100.00
915.4914 — Gujranwala (Pakistan) — Description and Travel — 1990 —
Gujranwala : at the dawn of a new millennium / edited by Khurram Dastgir Khan. — Gujranwala : Gujranwala Festival, 1999. — 113p ; 24cm : Rs.500.00 (38673)

920 — Haider, S. M. — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
Haider, S. W.
Heavens and beyond : A homage to life being extracts from letters and random writings (1938-1996) / by S. W. Haider. — Karachi : The Author, 1998. — 64p ; 22cm : Rs.90.00 (38480)

920 — Mohiuddin Chaudhury — Autobiography
Mohiuddin Chaudhury

920.05491 — Pakistan — Biography (Collection)
Rina Saeed Khan

920.725491 — Fatima Shah — Autobiography
Fatima Shah
Sunshine and shadows / by Fatima Shah ; translated by Raihana A. Hasan. — Lahore : Ferozsons, 1999. — 343p ; 22cm ISBN 969-0-01562-1 : Rs.495.00 (39243)

923.154023 — Razia Sultana — Biography
Rafiq Zakaria

923.15491 — Presidents — Pakistan — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
Tarar, Muhammad Rafiq

923.2549 — Jinnah, Muhammad Ali, 1876-1948 — Bibliography
Accession list of Quaid-i-Azam papers. — Islamabad : Quaid-i-Azam Papers Cell, 1973. — 55p (Publication ; no.4) ; 25cm (39285)

923.2549 — Jinnah, Muhammad Ali, 1876-1948 — Correspondence
Jinnah, Muhammad Ali
Jinnah- linlithgow correspondence (1939-1943) / by Muhammad Ali Jinnah ; edited by Waheed Ahmad. — Lahore : Research Society of Pakistan, 1978. — 129p ; 18cm : Rs.16.00 (38983)
923.25491 — Mazari, Sherbaz Khan — Autobiography
Mazari, Sherbaz Khan
ISBN 0-19-579076-6 : Rs.795.00 (39328-29)

Nawaz Sharif, Mohammad
Address to the senior officers of armed forces and civil services / by Mohammad Nawaz Sharif. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications, 1999. — 12p ; 22cm (38877-78) (38806)

Cornelius, A. R.

923.75491 — Inam-ul-Haq — Autobiography
Inamul Haq

925.5491 — Khan, Khalid Mahmood — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.
Khan, Khalid Mahmood
Words from a scientist / by Khalid Mahmood Khan. — Islamabad : Pakistan Science Foundation, 1998. — 221p ; 22cm
ISBN 969-8040-13-7 (38300-01) (38303)

925.615491 — Said, Hakim Mohammad — Biography
Said, Hakim Mohammed
Hakim Mohammed Said essays (1973-1979) / by Hakim Mohammed Said ; edited by Sadia Rashid. — Karachi : Hamdard Foundation Pakistan, 1999.— Vol.1. — 315p ; 24cm: Rs.500.00 (39394)


928.91439 — Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir, 1877-1938
Riaz Hussain
Iqbal an international missionary of Islam. — Lahore : Iqbal Academy Pakistan, 1983. — 92p ; 22cm : Rs.15.00 (38984)
954 — **South Asia — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.**

**Rethinking** security, rethinking development: an anthology of papers from theirs annual South Asian NGO summit / edited by Nauman Naqvi. — Islamabad : Sustainable Development Policy Institute, 1996. — 317p ; 22cm (38530)

954.0359 — **India — History — Partition 1947 — Personal Narratives**

**Ritu Menon**


954.0359 — **Punjab — History — Partition,1947 — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.**


954.6 — **Elections — Kashmir (Occupied by India) — 1951-1998**


954.6 — **Kashmir, (Occupied by India) — History**

**Suharwardy, A. H.**


954.6 — **Kashmir, (Occupied by India) — Politics and Government**

**The Kashmir Flash Point**: world press in Indian misadventure. — Islamabad : Ministry of Information and Media Publications, 1999. — 22p ; 18cm (39127)

954.91 — **Culture, Pakistani**

**Jameel Jalibi**


954.91 — **Pakistan — History — 1947-1997**

**Burki, Shahid Javed**


954.91 — **Pakistan — History — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc.**

954.91 — Pakistan — History — Chronology — 1947-1997
ISBN 969-507-000-4 (38875)

Khan, Jahan Dad (Lt. General)

954.910350922 — Pakistan Movement
Shaikh, Muhammad Ali

954.9120359 — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — History — 1937-1947
Wiqar Ali Shah, Sayed
ISBN 0-19-579050-2 : Rs.595.00 (39092) (39115)

954.91220359 — Waziristan (Pakistan) — History — 1936-1937
Warren, Alan
Waziristan, the faqir of Ipi and the Indian army : the North West Frontier revolt of 1936-37 / by Alan Warren. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 1999. — 324p ; 24cm
ISBN 0-19-579016-2 : Rs.495.00 (39589-90)

954.913 — Kashmir — History — 1924-1998
Khalid Hasan
ISBN 969-402-334-3 : Rs.350.00 (39091)

954.915 — Awaran (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Awaran : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 47p ; 24cm (38191)

954.915 — Barkhan (Pakistan) — Economic Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Barkhan : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 71p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00 (36621) (38204)
954.915 — Bolan (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Bolan : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 55p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(38186)

954.915 — Chagai (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Chagai : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 78p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(36622)
(38200)

954.915 — Dera Bugti (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Dera bugti : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 51p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(38184)

954.915 — Gawadar (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Gwadar : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 82p ; 24cm
(36617)
(38194)

954.915 — Jaffarabad (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Jaffarabad : A district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 61p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(38185)

954.915 — Jhall Magsi (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Jhall Magsi : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 57p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(38187)

954.915 — Kech (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Kech (Turbat) : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 77p ; 24cm
(36619)
(38196)

954.915 — Kharan (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
(38193)

954.915 — Khuzdar (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Khuzdar : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 52p ; 24cm
(38190)
954.915 — Killa Abdullah (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
: Rs.150.00

954.915 — Killah Saifullah (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Killa Saifullah : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 75p ; 24cm :
Rs.150.00

954.915 — Kohlu (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Kohlu : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 65p ; 24cm :
Rs.150.00

954.915 — Lasbella (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Lasbella : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 69p ; 24cm

954.915 — Loralai (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Loralai : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 76p ; 24cm :
Rs.150.00

954.915 — Mastung (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Mastung : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 60p ; 24cm :
Rs.150.00

954.915 — Musakhel (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Musakhel : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 62p ; 24cm :
Rs.150.00

954.915 — Nasirabad (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Nasirabad : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 51p ; 24cm :
Rs.150.00

954.915 — Panjgur (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Panjgur : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 74p ; 24cm
954.915 — Pishin (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Pishin : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 82p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(36623)
(38199)

954.915 — Sibi (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Sibi : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 64p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(36618)
(38181)

954.915 — Zhob (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Zhob : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 50p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(38201)

954.915 — Ziarat (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Ziarat : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 55p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(38182)

954.9152 — Quetta (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
Quetta : a district profile. — Quetta : The Authority, 1997. — 107p ; 24cm : Rs.150.00
(38198)

954.9153 — Kalat (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 —
Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department, Quetta
(38189)

954.918 — Sind (Pakistan) — History
Hamida Khuhro
ISBN 0-19-579008-1
(39093)
(39114)

954.918 — Sukkur (Pakistan) — History
Memon, Muhammad Siddique G.
Sukkur then and now / by Muhammad Siddique G. Memon. — Karachi : Oxford University Press, 1999. — 222p ; 21cm
ISBN 0-19-579069-3 : Rs.395.00
(39591-92)

958.1045 — Afghanistan — History — Soviet Occupation, 1979 —
Bradsher, Henry S.
ISBN 0-19-579017-0 : Rs.550.00
(38882-83)
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<td>14th Annual general meeting and conference ; held at Islamabad from 28-31 January, 1999.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics.</td>
<td>330.0605491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 21st Century new education and basic life skills paradigm / by Ikram Azam.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Islamabad : The Pakistan Futuristic Institute.</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 Years of Pakistan's economy : traditional topic and contemporary concerns / edited by</td>
<td>Shahrukh Rafi Khan.</td>
<td>Karachi : Oxford University Press.</td>
<td>338.95491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aamir Bilal. Angibles and intangibles of coaching : a guide line for better coaching.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Lahore : The Author.</td>
<td>796.077</td>
</tr>
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<td>Accession list of Quaid-i-Azam papers.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Islamabad : Quaid-i-Azam Papers Cell.</td>
<td>923.2549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acupuncture treatment and anesthesia / by M. Salim. 5th ed. Rawalpindi : The Author.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>615.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address to the senior officers of armed forces and civil services / by Mohammad Nawaz</td>
<td>— Mohammad Nawaz Sharif.</td>
<td>— Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications.</td>
<td>923.25491</td>
</tr>
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<td>Advanced Auditing 1999 / by Khawaja Amjad Saeed. — Lahore : Institute of Business</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Management.</td>
<td>657.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afghan communism and Soviet intervention / by Henry S. Bradsher. —</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Karachi : Oxford University Press.</td>
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<td>Afghanistan — History — Soviet Occupation, 1979 —</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
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<td>—</td>
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<td>Agriculture — Pakistan</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>630.95491</td>
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<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
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</tr>
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<td>Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>— Islamabad : The Authority.</td>
<td>371.26</td>
</tr>
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<td>Afghan communism and Soviet intervention / by Henry S. Bradsher. —</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Karachi : Oxford University Press.</td>
<td>958.1045</td>
</tr>
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<td>Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad.</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>— Islamabad : The Authority.</td>
<td>371.26</td>
</tr>
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Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad.
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Amjad Mahmood. C + + : a language for programmers. — Islamabad : University Grants Commission. 005.369


Amjad Saeed, Khawaja. Marketing cases : with emphasis on international business.


Angibles and intangibles of coaching : a guideline for better coaching / by Aamir Bilal. — Lahore : The Author. 796.077
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Annual consolidated report of the working of labour laws in Pakistan during 1996. — Karachi : Pakistan. Ministry of Labour, Manpower and Overseas Pakistanis. 344.549101


Annual report 1998. — Islamabad : Pakistan Finance Department. 354.5491005


Anwar Khalid. Pakistan in the service of peace liberty and justice. — Islamabad : Directorate General of Films and Publications. 327.5491

Anwar, Muhammad. Role of smaller navies : a focus on Pakistan's maritime interests. — Islamabad : Naval Headquarters. 359.0095491

Anwar Ali, Syed. Qura'an the fundamental law of human life : being a commentary of the Holy Qura'n keeping in view the philosophical thought.... — Karachi : Hamdard Foundation Pakistan. 297.1226

Applying rapid appraisal of agricultural knowledge systems (RAAKS) for Building Inter-Agency collaboration. — Lahore : International Irrigation Management Institute. 631.587095491

Arain, Mohammad Afzal See New genetically approaches to crop improvement-III.

Architecture — Pakistan 720.95491

Arif, G. M. Remittances and investments at the household level in Pakistan. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics. 339.22095491

Arif Hasan See Community initiatives : four case studies from Karachi.

Asif Farrukhi See An Evening of caged beasts : seven postmodernist urdu poets.

Asif Farrukhi See Shaikh Ayaz.

Aslam Beg, Mirza (General). Living with geo-economic world order : living with Geo-economic worked order. — Rawalpindi : Friends. 330.9091724


Atiqullah, M. Basic statistics with computer role. — Karachi : Kifayat Academy. 519.50285


Attash Durrani. The Terminology papers (on the new terms of science and technology). — Islamabad : The Oriental Society for Knowledge. 603

At The Brink / by Irfan Husain. — Lahore : Family Planning Association of Pakistan. 304.6095491

Auditing — Addresses, Essays Lectures Etc. 657.45

Awan, Elahi Bakhsh Akhtar. The Phonology of the verbal phrase in Hindko. — Peshawar : Idara Farogh-e-Hindko. 491.4282
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Banks and Banking — Pakistan 332.1095491
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Barkhan (Pakistan) — Economic Conditions — 1990 — 954.915

A Baseline profile of reading comprehension of Urdu in Punjab middle schools. — Lahore : Department for International Development. 491.43907

Basic Concepts in Infertility Male and Female / by Naseem Ahmad. — Karachi : Sanober Publishers. 618.178

Basics of the engineering drawing / by Zahid Ahmad Siddiqi. — Lahore : Prince Book Depot. 604.2

Basic statistics with computer role / by M. Atiquullah. — Karachi : Kifayat Academy. 519.50285

Begum Hasrat Mohani See Hasrat Mohani.
Blumroder, Malte L. Von. Practical pediatric guide. — Peshawar: The International Assistance Mission. 618.92

Bolan: a district profile. — Quetta: Baluchistan. Planning and Development Department. 954.915

Bolan (Pakistan) — Social Conditions — 1990 — 954.915

Borders and Boundaries: Women in India’s Partition / by Ritu Menon and Kamla Bhasin. — Karachi: Oxford University Press. 954.0359

Bradsher, Henry S. Afghan communism and Soviet intervention. — Karachi: Oxford University Press. 958.1045

Braibanti, Ralph See Cornelius, A. R..

Broad-basing of the GST: the starts for transition / by Hafiz A. Pasha. — Karachi: Social Policy and Development Center. 336.2713095491


Budget — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — 1998-1999 354.5491200722

Budget — North West Frontier Province (Pakistan) — 1999-2000 354.5491200722
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Budget — Pakistan — 1999-2000 354.5491400722


Burki, Shahid Javed. Crisis in Pakistan: A diagnosis of its causes and an economic approach to resolving it. — Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Development Economics. 330.95491

Burki, Shahid Javed. Pakistan fifty years of nationhood. — Lahore: Vanguard Book. 320.95491

Business — directories 650.025095491

Buttons / by Amita Sher. — Lahore: Ferozsons. 803.01

Butt, Waqas Mubarik. The Life of Pakistanis in the Netherlands. — Islamabad: National Book Foundation. 305.89141220492

C ++ (Computer Program Language) 005.369

C + +: a language for programmers / by Amjad Mahmood. — Islamabad: University grants Commission. 005.369

Catalogs, Classified 015.5491

CBR year book 1997-98. — Islamabad: Central Board of Revenue. 336.5491
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</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>—</td>
<td>954.915</td>
</tr>
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<td>Challenges for banking sector of Pakistan in 21st century.</td>
<td>— Karachi: The Institute of Bankers in Pakistan</td>
<td>—</td>
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<tr>
<td>Characteristics of the workers in the urban informal sector of</td>
<td>— Islamabad: Pakistan Institute of Development</td>
<td>—</td>
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Chief Justice cornelius of Pakistan : an analysis with letters and speeches / by A. R. Cornelius ; edited by Ralph Braibanti. — Karachi : Oxford University Press. 923.45491

Child Abuse — Pakistan — Reporting 362.76095491

Children — Employment — Pakistan 331.31095491

Children Rights — Pakistan — Congresses and Conventions 345.549108

Children's Stories, Urdu — Translations into English — Pakistan 891.439301

Civil Rights — Pakistan 323.44095491

Civil Service — Pakistan — Year-books — 1997 354.5491005

Civil Service — Pakistan — Year-books — 1998 354.5491005

Climacteric 612.665

Clinical optics. — Islamabad : Allama Iqbal Open University. 617.7


Coaching (Sports) — Guide-books 796.077

Colours of Loneliness / edited by Muzaffar Iqbal. — Karachi : Oxford University Press. 891.439301


Community initiatives : four case studies from Karachi / compiled by Arif Hasan. — Karachi : City Press. 307.7609549183

Community Initiatives in urban Infrastructure / by A. P. Cotton. — Karachi : City Press Publication. 338.4769
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<td>Crisis in Pakistan : A diagnosis of its causes and an economic</td>
<td>Shahid Javed Burki.</td>
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<td></td>
<td>630.95491</td>
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<td></td>
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<td>Customary Law — Punjab (Pakistan)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>340.50954914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dancing with wolves / by Ahmed Bashir.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lahore : Jang Publishers.</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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